SA Anchor Solid

DESCRIPTION
The SA Anchor Solid for partial dentures is available for casting to precious and semi-precious alloys (red female pattern) and to non-precious alloys (blue female pattern). Each SA Anchor set includes 2 plastic female elements with high heat ceramic alloy or non-precious metal alloy inserts. The males are easily replaceable and adjustable. Two types of caps are available which hold the male element into the removable restoration. The gold plated stainless steel wing caps are cured to the partial framework with auto-cure resin. The solder-to caps are soldered to the partial framework. It is recommended to add a milled lingual to the partial frame when using the solid SA Anchor.

Each solid kit includes: 2 females inserts with distal upright plastic patterns or 2 female inserts in 1 bar pattern, 2 solid males, 2 wing caps or 2 solder-to caps.

SPECIFICATIONS
Procedure on Page: 8-9, 17-18
Range of Function: Class 1a
Minimum Height: 3.2mm plus tooth
Melting Range: Red 1400-1480°C
Blue 1340-1410°C
Number of Parts: Per set: DE 8 / Bar 7

APPLICATIONS
Partial dentures (PD), patient removable bridges and implant bar type restorations.

KITS
Kits for Precious or Semi-Precious Alloys
SA Anchor DE, Red AH=3.5mm Fe=4.3mm Mø=3.0mm HM 92-618070 92-618072
SA Anchor Bar, Red AH=3.5mm Fe=4.3mm Mø=3.0mm HM 92-618050 92-618052

Kits for Non-Precious Alloys
SA Anchor DE, Blue AH=3.5mm Fe=4.3mm Mø=3.0mm NM 92-618670 92-618672
SA Anchor Bar, Blue AH=3.5mm Fe=4.3mm Mø=3.0mm NM 92-618650 92-618652

PARTS AND TOOLS
FEMALES ONLY
SA Anchor Female DE, Precious, Red (2) 92-600905
SA Anchor Female DE, Non-Precious, Blue (2) 92-600904
SA Anchor Female Bar, Precious, Red (1 bar=2 females) 92-600903
SA Anchor Female Bar, Non-Precious, Blue (1 bar=2 females) 92-600906

MALES ONLY
SA Anchor Male, solid (2) H=2.8mm 92-600720
SA Anchor Male, solid, oversized 0.10mm (2) 92-600721
SA Anchor Male, solid, oversized 0.15 mm (2) 92-600722
SA Anchor Male, solid, oversized 0.20 mm (2) 92-600723

CAPS & SPACERS
SA Anchor Wing Cap, gold plated (2) 92-600960
SA Anchor Solder-To Cap (2) 92-607010

TOOLS
Female Transfer Analog, Stainless (2) 92-600968
Male Transfer Analog, Brass (2) 92-600967
Deactivating Tool 92-600970
Screwdriver / Activating Tool AS1 / A1 92-600343
Mandrel 92-600342